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LONDON: Global stock markets fell yesterday after
another batch of weak data from China reinforced
persistent concerns about a possible slowdown in the
global economy. China’s February trade performance
was far worse than economists expected, with exports
tumbling the most in over six years, days after top
leaders sought to reassure investors about the out-
look for the world’s second-largest economy. 

The pan-European FTSEurofirst 300 index fell 1.2
percent while the MSCI All-Country World index weak-

ened 0.4 percent.  The safe-haven Japanese yen rose
while the low-yielding euro gained against the dollar
yesterday as the downbeat Chinese trade data fuelled
concerns about the state of global demand, weighing
on appetite for riskier assets and currencies.

“At the moment we’re in a bear stock market.
Everyone’s looking for an excuse to sell out, and the
reason today for a lot of investors is the weak China
data,” said Andreas Clenow, hedge fund principal and
trader at ACIES Asset Management. The soft Chinese

data also impacted oil and metals prices. Oil prices
also eased back after Kuwait said it would only agree
to an output freeze if all major producers took part.
The MSCI Emerging Market index fell 0.7 percent while
US stock index futures also shed around 1 percent.

The euro’s outlook rests largely on expectations
the European Central Bank will  announce more
monetary stimulus measures on Thursday to boost
ultra-low inflation and sluggish growth in the euro
zone. A small 10 basis point cut to push its deposit

rate deeper into negative territory is a foregone
conclusion while some type of adjustment of the
bank’s 1.5 trillion euro asset purchase program is
also near certain. Nevertheless, investors expressed
uncertainty over the extent of the ECB’s likely new
measures on Thursday. “We think the central bank
will once again struggle to beat high expectations,
with the euro not likely to suffer significantly after
the announcement,” BNP Paribas analysts wrote in a
note to clients.— Reuters

Stock markets bruised by brittle Beijing data
European shares fall as weak China data weighs on markets

LONDON: Gold edged towards a 13-
month high yesterday, supported by a
weaker dollar and lower European shares
after Chinese trade data fuelled concerns
about the state of global demand.
China’s February exports slumped 25.4
percent from a year earlier while imports
dropped by 13.8 percent. Spot gold rose
0.5 percent to $1,274.10 an ounce by
1034 GMT, within reach of Friday’s peak
of $1,279.60, its highest since Feb. 3 last
year. US gold for April delivery gained 0.9
percent to $1,275.70.

“Uncertainty about the global econo-
my and investor risk aversion have been
a supporting theme for gold this year,”
said Carlo Alberto de Casa, ActivTrades’
chief analyst. “The metal is challenging
last week’s 13-month peak, while
February ’s high around $1,260 has
become a strong technical support level.”
The dollar was unchanged against a bas-
ket of main currencies, having earlier hit
a one-week low versus the Japanese yen,
while the pan-European FTSEurofirst 300
index fell 1 percent.

The next main market focus is tomor-
row’s policy review by the European
Central Bank, followed by the US Federal
Reserve’s policy meeting on March 15-16.
The ECB is expected to ease monetary
policy, but investors are uncertain about

how far it will go. The Fed lifted interest
rates for the first time in nearly a decade
in December. Gold could test $1,300 an
ounce, more than 2 percent higher than
its current level, if the Fed keeps rates on
hold, said Daniel Ang, analyst at Phillip
Futures in Singapore. “A lot of traders are
trying to anticipate a ‘no rate hike’ sce-
nario, causing a bit of an increase in
gold,” Ang said.

Fed Governor Lael Brainard, who has
emerged as a leader of the central bank’s
dovish faction, argued for patience with
regard to interest rate rises. But Fed Vice
Chair Stanley Fischer warned that infla-
tion is showing signs of accelerating,
words that policymakers often use when
signaling a preference for raising rates.

Supporting bullion, holdings of SPDR
Gold Trust, the world’s largest gold-
backed exchange-traded fund, dropped
slightly on Friday but stayed near the
highest since September 2014 at 25.5
million ounces. Goldman Sachs is stick-
ing to a near-term target of $1,100 for
gold. Spot silver dropped 0.1 percent to
$15.60 an ounce, while spot platinum
rose 0.2 percent to $999.33 an ounce
after hitting a four-month high
overnight. Palladium was down 1.7 per-
cent at $562.56 after touching $580.56,
its strongest since November. — Reuters

FRANKFURT: German power giant
RWE yesterday confirmed its forecast
for a further decline in profits this year
as Germany’s transition away from
conventional power continues to
squeeze margins and the group
announced an overhaul of its British
operations. “The company is planning
new steps to increase its operating
effectiveness, focusing on convention-
al power generation and the UK sup-
ply business, which it intends to com-
prehensively restructure,” RWE said in
a statement. It did not reveal the exact
details of the overhaul, but said that
“measures to restructure the UK sup-
ply business have begun, and RWE
expects further burdens in this area in
2016.” 

The group’s British unit Npower
announced separately it would axe
2,400 jobs after posting an annual loss
on fierce competition and sliding
sales. Npower, which employs a total
workforce of 11,500, said it suffered an
“extremely disappointing” perform-
ance and would shed “around” 2,400
jobs by 2018 in a new cost-cutting
drive. At group level, RWE largely con-
firmed preliminary 2015 results
released last month. Underlying or
operating profit fell by four percent to
3.8 billion euros ($4.2 billion) and
adjusted net profit was down 12 per-
cent at 1.1 billion euros.

But the unadjusted bottom-line
loss amounted to 170 million euros.

RWE, with its sprawling portfolio of
coal-fired power stations all across
Europe, is feeling the pinch from the
collapse in wholesale electricity prices
and increased competition from sup-
pliers of energy from renewable
sources. Power utilities have com-
plained that the cost of having to
close down their nuclear power plants
and the heavy subsidies afforded to
renewable energy have pushed them
deeply into the red. RWE has been
repeatedly compelled to writedown
the value of its coal-fired plants and
took a 2.1-billion-euro charge again
last year. 

Looking ahead to the current year,
forecast a “considerable decline” in
profits, with operating profit set to
drop to 2.8-3.1 bil l ion euros and
adjusted net profit to 500-700 million
euros. “One principal reason is the
price-induced decline in margins in
conventional power generation,
which efficiency-enhancement meas-
ures will only partly offset,” RWE said.
“Despite the difficult economic envi-
ronment, both net debt and head-
count are expected to remain con-
stant at a group level,” it added. In
December, RWE announced plans to
spin off its renewables, grids and
retail operations and take the unit
public. Bigger rival E.ON is similarly
splitting its conventional and renew-
able energies operations into sepa-
rate entities. — AFP 

QINGDAO: A cargo ship berths at a port in Qingdao, east China’s Shandong province yes-
terday. China’s exports saw their heaviest fall in nearly seven years in February, diving
more than a quarter as feeble global trade offset the weaker yuan and raised pressure on
Beijing to ramp up domestic demand as a driver of expansion. — AFP 

RWE gloomy for 2016 
outlook; profits fall 

Gold nears 13-month 
peak after China data
Goldman Sachs keeps bearish view on gold


